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Abstract: Diagnosing the cardiovascular disease is one of the biggest medical dif-
ficulties in recent years. Coronary cardiovascular (CHD) is a kind of heart and
blood vascular disease. Predicting this sort of cardiac illness leads to more precise
decisions for cardiac disorders. Implementing Grid Search Optimization (GSO)
machine training models is therefore a useful way to forecast the sickness as soon
as possible. The state-of-the-art work is the tuning of the hyperparameter together
with the selection of the feature by utilizing the model search to minimize the
false-negative rate. Three models with a cross-validation approach do the required
task. Feature Selection based on the use of statistical and correlation matrices for
multivariate analysis. For Random Search and Grid Search models, extensive
comparison findings are produced utilizing retrieval, F1 score, and precision mea-
surements. The models are evaluated using the metrics and kappa statistics that
illustrate the three models’ comparability. The study effort focuses on optimizing
function selection, tweaking hyperparameters to improve model accuracy and the
prediction of heart disease by examining Framingham datasets using random for-
estry classification. Tuning the hyperparameter in the model of grid search thus
decreases the erroneous rate achieves global optimization.

Keywords: Grid search; coronary heart disease (CHD); machine learning; feature
selection; hyperparameter tuning

1 Introduction

Coronary cardiovascular disease (CHD) is one kind of cardiac illness that is seen as a major health
concern and one of the world’s mortality factors [1]. In recent years, this kind of cardiovascular disease
has increased. The death rate of heart disease is estimated at approx. 31% globally, [2–5] according to the
World Health Organization (WHO) and over 23.6 million people worldwide may die from this heart
condition. Thus, doctors demand that they identify patients with heart disease not just for symptoms but
also for medical testing and diagnoses [6,7]. Meanwhile, fatalities from stroke and heart attack have
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reached over 17.7 million in the world from coronary heart disease [8–10]. Cholesterol, obesity, smoking,
hypertension, blood pressure, diabetes, fatness, tobacco use, etc. are all variables that impact cardiac
disease. Cardiac illness symptoms include short breath, weakening physical, heartburn, etc. And it was
exceedingly difficult in the early days to diagnose and treat this cardiac condition. Finally, if the cardiac
illness is detected as soon as possible, many people’s lives can be spared to a considerable degree by
medications. Machine learning has in this case become an unbelievable diagnostic answer. Machine
learning is an excellent technique to handle big data sets and to turn them into knowledge-based data,
forecasts, and analysis. Today, the healthcare sector generates large volumes of data that include
complicated data, patient electronic data, clinical resources, and medical devices, etc.

Data mining, on the other hand, offers a set of methodologies and instruments to meet the diagnostic
targets. It is mainly intended for the correct diagnosis of the disease to find the hidden pattern of patient
data. Apart from features, Grid models enhance the prediction accuracy and extract and choose key
features by adjusting the hyperparameters.

Machine learning nowadays makes it easier to forecast and make decisions. The study is motivated
mainly by the application of grid search models to increase the performance of classificators. The
hyperparameter is picked in the grid search for optimum parameters. Important characteristics are drawn
from the grid search process and, during model development, appropriate features are chosen. Target
classes are anticipated with these feature selections. The contribution of the proposed work is

� Pre-processing the heart disease dataset by implementing the mean imputation method.

� Feature extraction using Grid search and selection of relevant features.

� Constructing the Predictive models by tuning the hyperparameters.

� Finding the optimal parameters and optimal model.

� Assessment of the model with statistical measures.

2 Related Works

This section summarizes the various approaches for predicting heart disease with several models.
Researchers have devised many data mining models and algorithms to predict the occurrence of heart
disease in a patient.

Chandrasegar et al. [11], A designed a fine-tuned model for prediction and identified the key features to
build the classification methods such as Random Forest (RF), Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Decision
Tree (DT) to achieve better accuracy in predicting the disease.

Melillo et al. [12] proposed an automatic classifier for predicting congestive heart failure (CHF) isolating
the patients with minimum risk. The research work achieved 93.3% of sensitivity and 63.5% of specificity.

Guidi et al. [13] proposed a clinical decision support system (CDSS) for predicting heart failure The
machine learning algorithms neural network (NN), SVM with fuzzy rules, and RF were deployed for
predicting the disease and the best performance was achieved by the RF model.

Mantovani et al. [14] contributed a hyperparameter tuning model by implementing DT with
102 datasets. Ali [15] utilized DT, RF, Logistic Regression (LR), and SVM models to build the prediction
models, and finally, RF produced the best accuracy of 90% compared to other classifiers. The paper
devised a model to predict heart disease with feature selection methods by exploiting Cleveland
datasets. The studyproposed a method based on characteristic data of patients by implementing an
adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system.

The classification system deploying relief and rough methods and the model achieved the classification
accuracy of 92.32%. The study devised an identification method in predicting heart disease with a sequential
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backward selection algorithm for feature selection and K-Nearest Neighbour (K-NN) for classification and
obtained high accuracy for the K-NN model.

3 Materials and Methods

This study is being examined in the Kaggle cardiovascular dataset (Framingham dataset). The dataset
includes 16 separate characteristics with 4240 occurrences. The dataset contains both category and
numerical values. It is made up of a TenYearCHD designation that implies individuals having coronary
heart disease for 10 years. The 16 most significant characteristics of the Grid search are extracted.
Features such as male, age, current smokers, day cigs, prevalent cigarette, prevalent hypertensive illness,
BMI, are regarded as clinical factors, as well as disease characteristics such as diabetes, totChol, heart
rate, BP, glucose, etc. Tab. 1 shows the functions of the data set and range description. The input data are
evaluated by Random Classifier. Data imputation must be performed via the interpolation approach for
filling incoherent data during the first phase [16–20]. Next, feature selection is done by setting the
hyperparameter to minimize the dimensionality of the data set to get optimal search features. The
function selection will eventually depend on the tuning of the hyperparameter. Random research, an
embedded technique for the optimization of functional extraction is built because the observations are
extracted randomly from the dataset and less likely to overfit. The characteristics are taught to reduce
impurity. Thirdly, to enhance the model and to produce better accuracy of the RF model, Grid Search
methods are deployed [21–25]. The proposed method is designed with three models. 1. Random Search
2. CV-Grid Search 3. Final Grid. The architecture of the proposed model is depicted in Fig. 1.

Table 1: Characteristics of framingham dataset

Features Description Ranges

Male Gender 1: male; 0: female

Age Age at the time of examinations 30–65

Education The education level of the patients 1: low level; 2: high school;
3: vocational; 4: College

Current Smokers Smokers during examination 0: Non-Smokers; 1: Smokers

Cigs PerDay Number of cigarettes smoked per day 0–45

BPMeds Blood Pressure under medications 0: Not on Blood Pressure medications;
1: is on Blood Pressure medications

PrevalentStroke Occurrence of Stroke 0: No; 1: Yes

PrevalentHyp Occurrence of Hypertension 0: No; 1: Yes

Diabetes Blood sugar level 1: yes; 0: No

totChol Blood Cholesterol level (mg/dL) 79–525

sysBP Systolic blood pressure (mmHg) 75–219

diaBP Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 10–137

BMI Body mass index 15.302–41.304

Heart Rate Beats per minute (Ventricular) 60–100

Glucose Level of Glucose (mg/dL) 60–205

TenYearCHD Patients with ten years of coronary
heart disease

0: No; 1: yes
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3.1 Random Search

Random cross-validated search [26–28] has evolved to pick the characteristics in this step. An accurate
GBR approach is combined to provide an accurate gradient boosting method. Less than 1 is achieved in
conjunction with no reduction, and subsample 0.5 is shown in Fig. 2. The learning rate is superior. The
model lowers the measurement of variance to enhance the model performance. The Framingham dataset
has 16 characteristics of up to 10 characteristics. A learning L technique is used to choose a random RF
feature that minimizes the estimated loss (l) from normal distribution Gf across n samples. Here the
learning algorithm produces Rf via optimization of training data concerning hyperparameters � that can
be denoted by Rf = L�; for training set Xtrain. � is chosen to minimize the error and the minimization
function can be denoted as:

� ¼ argmin Ex � Gx lðx; L� xtrainð Þ½ � (1)

In Eq. (1) Ex is an expected error on training data. And G is the distribution function.The aggregated
output of all the training data can be expressed as:

Z ¼ 1

ntrain

Xntrain
i¼1

Zi xð Þ (2)

where Z represents the aggregated output of train data. This function retains the subsamples from the dataset
that is customized to the training samples obtaining relevant features

Figure 1: The architecture of the proposed model
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3.2 Second Grid Search

In this model Radial-basis function (RBF) also known as the squared exponential kernel is implemented.
Here the length scale l is taken as a parameter. This isotropic variant can be a scalar or vector holding the
same dimension as the input samples Si. This kernel is produced by

k si; sj
� � ¼ exp � dðsi; sjÞ2

2l2

 !
(3)

where d is Euclidean distance between the input samples si; sj: An additional kernel named Matern kernel is
deployed to control the smoothness of the resultant function. In this module, parameter v is considered for
controlling the smoothness which is parameterized by the hyperparameter l1 > 0. This parameter holds both
scalar and vector with the same dimensions with the si; sj inputs. The kernel is represented by

k si; sj
� � ¼ 1

c vð Þ2v�1

ffiffiffiffiffi
2v

p

l1
d si; sj
� �� �

Kv

ffiffiffiffiffi
2v

p

l
d si; sj
� �� �

(4)

where, Kv is altered basel function; c is the gamma function. The matern kernel here converges to RBF kernel
when v = ½ which is equal to exponential kernel given by

k si; sj
� � ¼ � 1

l
d si; sj
� �� �

(5)

Thus the smoothness of the learned function is controlled by kernel function [29]. Among 16 attributes
10 features are taken as input and 3 attributes such as PrevalentStroke, PrevalentHyp, and Diabetes features
are the target variable that influenced the learning function.

3.3 Final Grid Search

Grid search is an excellent technique for optimizing the dataset to find the optimum parameters. In the
model given, four parameters of the Grid search algorithm, i.e., learning rate, drop rate, size of the lot, and
epoch, are explored. Set and tweaked by creating a search space with an n-dimensional value, the hyper-
parameters x and y are evaluated in the grid area, which enhances the score value to get the best model.
The mean score and standard score are calculated by the values x and y. If the set parameter raises the
score value, these parameters are set for model precision or the rest of the features will still be searched
for the new parameter. In this model, the trained data is again split into K = 5 number of subsets called

Figure 2: Deviance in training set with boosting iterations
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folds. Then the model is fit iteratively till 500 iterations for K times and evaluated every time on Kth fold to
obtain the validated data. The learning rate for 10 relevant features with the increasing iterations is shown
in Fig. 3.

3.4 Grid Search Algorithm

Figure 3: Grid search optimization algorithm

Step 1: Initialize the parameters: lr, drr, bs, np (where lr: learn-rate; drr: dropout-rate; bs: Batch size; Ep:
epochs)

Step 2: Create the model object by initializing lr, drr.

Step 3: Fit the model on the train data with X, Y, bs, Ep, and verbose = 1

Step 4: Modify the model by passing parameters with sigmoid activation.

Step 5: Execute the model using optimizer Adam

Step 6: Defining the parameters lr, drr, bs, Ep in Grid Search with seed = 42

Step 7: Build and fit the Grid Search (X, Y) with random state = seed and verbose = 14

Step 8: Find the best optimizer and computemean, stdev, param
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3.5 GPR and KRR Learning

The third model implements Gaussian Process Regression (GPR) and Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR)
for hyperparameter tuning. The covariance of the prior model is passed through the kernel object and
hyperparameters are optimized during GPR fitting. The first iteration is conducted from the initial
hyperparameter set value and then the remaining iterations are chosen randomly. The noise level is
specified globally as a scalar or vector product through the parameter alpha in the target variables. The
linear function is influenced by the kernel corresponding to the non-linear function in the grid space
whereas KRR learns a linear function to perform the grid search on the CV. GPR is exploited to learns
the target function with proper intervals and KRR is deployed to provide predictions.The deviance-value
during tuning concerning learn-rate, Dropout-rate is exhibited for batch size in Tab. 2.

All three models produce better accuracy in terms of dropout rate but the optimization differs concerning
the batch size.

4 Experimental Results

The Framingham dataset comprises 16 attributes with 4240 instances among which 644 patients with
TenYearCHD and 3596 patients without CHD. Significant features are selected using Grid Search models
and hyperparameters are tuned to fit the model and the best model is determined among the three models.
After the feature selection process the target variables are classified with subsamples in each model and
the proposed models are assessed with the recall, F1_score, and accuracy metrics. The frequency
distribution of the heart disease instances concerning Age attribute is shown in Fig. 4.

Table 2: Observed hyperparameter values during tuning

Learn-rate Dropout-rate Batch-size Epochs

0.01 0.2 100 3

0.02 0.2 60 5

0.03 0.2 30 10

Figure 4: Histogram for ten year CHD
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Figs. 5a and 5b provide both the model and dataset for the second grid search model consisting of the
sinusoidal target function with heavy noise. The learned model of GPR and KRR based on ExpSineSquared
is shown in the Grid search graph. The kernel’s hyperparameters control both the smoothness represented by
the length scale and periodicity. The KRR remains the same for second grid search and final grid search
whereas the length scale and periodicity value for the GPR method differs inferring that GPR reduces the
periodicity value and length scale by obtaining accuracy of the model. Though the data points are
distributed similarly in both the methods, the periodicity, and the length-scale vary during hyperparameter
tuning. The time taken for fitting the model with the regression techniques is portrayed in Tab. 3.

Figure 5: (a) Periodicity and length-scale in second grid search (b) Periodicity and length-scale in final
grid search
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4.1 Performance Evaluation

With performance measurements, the correctness of Grid models is determined. In addition, it is
necessary to consider the error rate during the building of the model. As the error rate is smaller, the
more precisely the model is. Error statistics are measured in the proposed model using kappa values to
compare the optimization of the model. Three error statistics are used for evaluation of models presented
in Tab. 4, including Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root Middle Squared Error (RMSE), and Relative
Absolute Error (RAE). Final Grid Search produces a lower error rate than the two other models:
0.38 MAE, 0.43 RMSE and RAE 0.65. Similarly, the kappa statistic is also used for assessing the grid
models apart from other performance metrics. The proposed model is dealt with the Random classifier
with grid models. Generally, the value of kappa lies between −1 to +1. It is a suitable statistical measure
to deal with multi-class target labels to solve unbalanced issues. There are four target variables in the
Framingham dataset. To evaluate the three grid models randomized classification kappa is calculated for
the three models in which the final grid models produce 0.62 which is considered the best version of the
two models that produced 0.28 and 0.45 for a random search and second grid search models,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.

In the proposed model, among 4240 instances, 3700 instances are taken for training and testing the data
after data imputation using the mean model. 3000 observations are taken for training data which is split into
three sets utilized by the three models. 700 observations are considered for testing. For assessing the grid

Table 3: Computational time for grid search models

Grid search
optimization models

Time taken for fitting the model Time taken for prediction GPR with Std Dev

KRR GPR KRR GPR

First grid search 4.51 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.07

Second grid search 5.21 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.09

Table 4: Error statistics of three models

Error statistics Random search Second grid search Final grid search

MAE 0.47 0.45 0.38

RMSE 0.65 0.52 0.43

RAE 0.75 0.72 0.65

Kappa Statistic 0.28 0.45 0.62

Figure 6: Statistical measures for proposed models
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models 300 instances out of 700 are taken randomly. The performance of the models is evaluated for 100,
200, and 300 samples using three metrics as Recall, F1_score, and Accuracy. The main concern of the
proposed work is to reduce the false rate. F1_Score is used to find the mean harmonic value of precision
and Recall. Tab. 5 explicitly the performance measure of all three models. The final Grid Search model
produces an average of 90.2%, 82.1%, and 86% for recall, F1_Score, and Accuracy respectively. The
other two models produce an average score of 81.67%, 88.44%, 69.78%, 75.1%, 72%, and 82% of recall,
F1_Score, and accuracy respectively. Figs. 7–9 portrays the performance comparison of the three models.
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Figure 7: Recall measure for three models

Table 5: Performance measure vs. optimization models

Samples Models Recall F1_Score Accuracy

100 Random search 78.35 68.23 75.09

Second grid search 86.78 69.09 79.10

Final grid search 87.85 75.09 82.78

200 Random search 82.67 69.10 79.67

Second grid search 89.45 75.43 82.13

Final grid search 90.09 87.23 86.03

300 Random search 84.01 72.01 78.34

Second grid search 89.09 80.89 84.05

Final grid search 92.89 84.23 89.19
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4.2 Discussion

As computer-aided diagnosis is given more importance in recent years, machine learning contributes a
lot to disease prediction and decision-making the diagnosis. Besides selecting the classifier, the dataset
distribution plays a vital role in predicting the disease. Feature selection is a significant factor for target
class prediction. In the proposed model, a grid search is implemented to select relevant features for
prediction and also to improve the performance of the classifier random search and grid search models
with cross-validation are taken for hyperparameter tuning. These optimization models are utilized to
increase classification accuracy. The proposed model harnessed the Framingham dataset with 16 features
with 1420 instances. The dataset is split into trained and test data. Important features are selected for
fitting the model and hyperparameters are set manually during model construction. This is continued for
several iterations until the model is fit. In the Random Search, the GBR method is implemented to reduce
loss function while tuning. The second grid search introduces the RBF model to minimize the
smoothness for optimal parameter selection. The Final Grid model is framed with GPR and KRR
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Figure 8: F1-score of grid models
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methods for learning the periodicity and length-Scale to fit the model. Finally, the performance of the models
is assessed with the metrics and kappa statistics showing the comparison of the three models.

5 Conclusion

When using different classifiers in machine learning approaches, heart disease datasets used in diverse
research studies may give varying findings. Aside from the dataset, the major focus is on feature selection and
optimization to improve classification accuracy. The goal of this study is to combine statistical approaches
with a grid search model with hyperparameter tweaking. During the grid search model, relevant
characteristics are retrieved and chosen for further classification analysis. The data set is divided into
training and test sets, which are then used by three models. During the Random Search, the learning rate
and dropout rate are calculated. In the second grid search and the third model, the smoothness function is
regularised; GPR and KRR techniques are used to improve the parameters to suit the model by
comparing the periodicity and length Scale. Finally, the performance results compare three models based
on an error rate, kappa statistic, recall, F1 Score, and Accuracy. Future work might include implementing
numerous datasets with different classifiers.
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